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Abstract: Employment contracts give a principal the authority to decide flexibly 
which task his agent should execute. However, there is a tradeoff, first pointed out 
by Simon (1951), between flexibility and employer moral hazard. An employment 
contract allows the principal to adjust the task quickly to the realization of the 
state of the world, but he may also abuse this flexibility to exploit the agent. We 
capture this tradeoff in an experimental design and show that principals exhibit a 
strong preference for the employment contract. However, selfish principals exploit 
agents in one-shot interactions, inducing them to resist entering into employment 
contracts. This resistance to employment contracts vanishes if fairness preferences 
in combination with reputation opportunities keep principals from abusing their 
power, leading to the widespread, endogenous formation of efficient long-run 
employment relations. Our results inform the theory of the firm by showing how 
behavioral forces shape an important transaction cost of integration – the abuse of 
authority – and by providing an empirical basis for assessing differences between 
the Marxian and the Coasian view of the firm, as well as Alchian and Demsetz’s 
(1972) critique of the Coasian approach.  
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1 Introduction 
Under which conditions is a transaction more efficiently conducted in a firm than in a 
market? Coase (1937) was the first to raise this question, and it has since become the defining 
theme of the theory of the firm. An early theoretical contribution to this literature is Simon 
(1951), who compared transactions carried out in markets via sales contracts and transactions 
governed by employment contracts in firms. Simon argued that there is a tradeoff between 
flexibility and employer moral hazard. A sales contract is a contract for the execution of a 
specific task, while an employment contract gives authority or power to the employer to 
decide (within the limits of the contract) which task the employee has to provide. On the one 
hand, the employment contract is advantageous because the employer can quickly adjust the 
task to be executed to new information such as short-term changes in demand. On the other 
hand, the employment contract gives rise to an employer moral hazard problem because the 
employer has the power to force the employee to choose an inefficient action that is 
profitable for the employer but very costly for the employee. A sales contract solves the 
employer moral hazard problem by determining the task to be executed in advance, but it is 
less flexible and might turn out to be inefficient ex-post.  
In this paper, we report on a set of experiments designed to better understand how and 
under which conditions employment contracts are viable in the presence of the employer 
moral hazard problem. In our experiments, a principal decides whether to offer an 
employment contract or a sales contract to an agent. A sales contract determines the task the 
agent is to execute before an ex-ante uncertain state of the world is realized. The fixed task 
assignment might turn out to be inefficient ex-post, but it has the advantage that the agent 
knows the exact cost of the task execution when he decides whether or not to accept the 
contract offer. This is important to the agent, as different tasks have different costs. An 
employment contract is more flexible and gives the principal the authority to assign the task 
after the state of the world is realized. But since the agent has to decide whether to accept the 
contract before he knows which task he will have to execute, the employment contract gives 
the principal the opportunity to exploit the agent once the contract is accepted. The principal 
has the power to demand that the agent execute a task that is most profitable for the former, 
even though it is very expensive for the agent and therefore inefficient. This experimental set-
up captures an important aspect of the legal situation in many countries in which the 
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employer has the legal right to tell the employees what to do within the limits defined by the 
respective labor law.1  
We conducted two main treatments with a finite number of periods, one with fixed 
and one with random identification numbers (IDs). Our treatment with random IDs 
(“RANDOM”) only allows for one-shot interactions. Our treatment with fixed IDs 
(“FIXED”) allows the subjects to endogenously form long-term relations, as they can identify 
each other across periods. For example, an agent is able to recognize that a given 
employment contract offer comes from a principal who did not abuse power in a previous 
interaction governed by an employment contract.2  
If all subjects are rational and self-interested, employment contracts are not viable in 
treatment RANDOM because purely self-interested principals would always exploit the 
agents. Rational agents will anticipate this and only accept employment contracts if the wages 
are high enough to cover the effort cost of the exploitative task. However, because this task is 
inefficient, it does not pay for principals to offer an employment contract at these wages. 
Furthermore, the principal will also not offer an employment contract in treatment FIXED 
because the parties can only interact for a known, finite number of periods. Models of social 
preferences (e.g., Rabin 1993, Fehr and Schmidt 1999) predict that some principals are fair-
minded and thus refrain from exploiting their agents – even in treatment RANDOM. The 
existence of fair-minded principals implies that even purely self-interested principals in 
treatment FIXED might initially refrain from abusing their power in order to appear as fair 
principals and thus establish a potentially profitable long-term employment relationship. 
These strategic principals will only start exploiting their agents towards the end of the game.  
We find that power abuse in employment contracts is indeed relatively frequent in 
treatment RANDOM; the principals demand their most profitable yet inefficient task in 
roughly half of the cases. However, the employers treat their workers fairly in the other half 
of the cases; they demand the efficient task from their employees and share the efficiency 
                                                 
1 In Germany, for example, the employer’s authority to give directives (“Weisungsrecht”) is stipulated in §106 
of the German Industrial Code (“Gewerbeordnung”): “The employer can determine the content, place, and time 
of job performance more precisely in equitable discretion unless the conditions of employment are determined 
by the labor contract, provisions of a company agreement, an applicable collective labor agreement, or legal 
provisions.” The original German version is provided online by German Federal Ministry of Justice: 
www.gesetze-im-internet.de/gewo/. In the U.S., negotiated management rights clauses spell out an employer’s 
autonomy in managing a firm or organization, such as assigning work to employees.  
2 We call the imposition of the most profitable yet inefficient task in the employment contract an “abuse of 
power” or “exploitative” because the principals could announce which task they intend to assign in each state of 
the world, but these announcements were not binding. The principals announced that they would not impose the 
most profitable yet very costly task on the agent in 98.2 percent of all employment contract offers. Thus, apart 
from imposing very high costs on the agents, the imposition of this task also represents the break of an 
announced intention in almost all cases. 
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benefits of the employment contract with them. Both selfish and fair principals exhibit a 
strong preference for the employment contract. Selfish principals prefer it because it allows 
them to make higher profits at the cost of their agent, while fair principals prefer it because 
they benefit from being able to implement the efficient task. As a consequence, the frequency 
of employment contracts is initially very high because the agents trusted their principals' 
promises. However, due to the relatively high rate of power abuse, the workers not only 
experienced a high degree of uncertainty in the employment contracts but also earned on 
average less than in sales contracts. Therefore, the workers showed increasing resistance to 
employment contracts. This resistance eventually led to a majority of sales contracts; the 
share of employment contracts settled at about 40 percent.  
Why did employment contracts not completely vanish in treatment RANDOM? The 
reason is that the share of fair principals was still sufficiently high to keep them viable. We 
prove this claim with a control treatment using random IDs in which the employment 
contracts are designed in such a way that the principal is forced to impose the most profitable 
but inefficient task on the agent in 80 percent of the cases. We call this treatment “UNFAIR” 
because the agent knows that he will be treated unfairly most of the time if he accepts an 
employment contract. The share of employment contracts indeed converges to very low 
levels very quickly in this treatment.   
These facts contrast sharply with the data pattern observed in treatment FIXED. Here, 
more than 80 percent of all concluded contracts are employment contracts, significantly more 
than in treatment RANDOM. As in treatment RANDOM, the principals show a strong 
preference for employment contracts in treatment FIXED from the beginning, but far fewer 
principals abuse their power. Instead, they implement the efficient task and share the returns 
with the agent. Therefore, both principal and agent prefer the employment contract, i.e., the 
sharp conflict of interest with regard to the type of contract that we observed in treatment 
RANDOM vanishes.  
Why do the principals abuse their power much less often in treatment FIXED? The 
agents’ threat of terminating the employment relationship disciplines the principals, which in 
turn causes a substantial loss in a principal’s future profit. It is, therefore, in the principal’s 
interest to establish a non-abusive relation with his agent, which turns the employment 
contract into a long-run relationship that is mutually beneficial for both parties. In contrast, 
sales contracts remain short run encounters between the parties.  
What are the implications of our experimental findings for the efficiency of sales and 
employment contracts? We identify three types of transaction costs in our experiments: First, 
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some profitable trade opportunities are lost because some contract offers are rejected. Second, 
the surplus in sales contracts is reduced because they are inflexible. Third, some principals 
abuse their power under employment contracts and force the agent to execute an inefficient 
task. There is no significant difference in total transaction costs between sales and 
employment contracts in treatment RANDOM. Total transaction costs are significantly lower 
under employment contracts than under sales contracts in treatment FIXED, however. Viable 
authority relationships under employment contracts thus arise endogenously as the dominant 
mode of governance only when both principals’ fairness preferences and reputation building 
mechanisms are present. 
Our paper makes a contribution to the transaction cost economics (TCE) view of the 
firm. Starting with the seminal papers by Monteverde and Teece (1982) and Masten (1984), a 
large body of empirical work documents a positive correlation between the size of transaction 
costs in markets, e.g. due to contract rigidity or the hold-up problem, and the likelihood of 
vertical integration. Gibbons (2010), however, points out that “essentially all TCE empirical 
papers on vertical integration have asked whether proxies for unprogrammed adaptation and 
lock-in make integration more likely, with very few asking instead whether factors that 
increase the cost of integration make non-integration more likely” (p. 277). Our paper thus 
differs from most of the existing empirical literature in TCE, as we focus on how variations 
in the transaction cost of integration – the principals’ abuse of power under employment 
contracts – affect the likelihood of integration (i.e. employment contracts). We examine, in 
particular, the behavioral forces – fairness preferences and reputation formation – that 
determine the transaction cost of integration, and we can explicitly show that there is a 
negative and monotonic relationship between this transaction cost of integration and the 
frequency of vertical integration.  
Moreover, our experimental approach also addresses a shortcoming in the existing 
empirical tests of theories of the firm that Gibbons summarizes by stating that “it remains the 
case that empirical work in TCE (and in organizational economics more generally) could 
stand to pay more attention to identification strategies” (Gibbons 2010, p. 279). In other 
words, the existing field evidence mainly provides correlational evidence. Our experimental 
design, in contrast, provides exogenous variation in, first, the principals’ ability to build a 
reputation (treatment FIXED vs. treatment RANDOM) and, second, their ability to act in a 
fair way (treatment RANDOM vs. treatment UNFAIR). Our data show that these treatment 
variations affect the costs of integration (the frequency of the principals’ abuse of power), 
while our treatments, by design, do not affect the costs of non-integration (the inability to 
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adapt to new information under sales contracts). Our experimental design thus provides clean, 
causal evidence on the effect of the transaction costs of integration on the choice of the 
governance mode. 
To the best of our knowledge, the only other experimental paper that directly 
addresses the origins of authority/hierarchy in the context of the theory of the firm is Grosse, 
Putterman, and Rockenbach (2011). They test Alchian and Demsetz’s (1972) claim that 
successful team production requires concentrated control in the hands of a specialized 
monitor who receives the residual rewards. They find that their subjects usually prefer peer 
monitoring, but if monitoring by team members becomes more costly than monitoring by the 
specialist, peer monitoring often fails and a trend towards specialist monitoring emerges.  
Although we do not set up a team production environment, the results of our paper 
also have a bearing on the debate between Alchian and Demsetz (1972) and the Coasian view 
of the firm (Coase 1937, Simon 1951). In his 1937 paper, Coase famously described the 
internal structure of a firm as a system in which power and subordination replace the market. 
Alchian and Demsetz (1972) dispute this characterization of the firm by claiming that there is 
no difference between the employer’s power to manage and assign workers to tasks and a 
“little consumer's” power to manage and assign his grocer to tasks. Our paper suggests, 
however, that very different forces govern the relationship between the “little consumer” and 
the grocer and that this relationship is of a very different nature than that between an 
employer and a worker. A sales contract regulates the relationship between the consumer and 
the grocer, i.e. the consumer has no legal right to direct the grocer’s activities and the grocer 
faces no risk of abusive task assignment. In contrast, if an agent enters into an employment 
contract, then the employer could assign tasks that exploit the agent. To prevent an abuse of 
power, the two parties have to enter into a repeated relationship that leaves a rent to the 
employer that he would lose if he exploited the agent and the agent terminated the 
relationship. No such rent is needed to discipline the consumer who enters a sales contract 
with his grocer.  
Our paper is also related to the theory of contracts as reference points by Hart and 
Moore (2008), which also explains the existence of employment contracts (among several 
other insights). In their approach, the psychology of reference points and reference dependent 
fairness concerns play important roles. Thus, both Hart and Moore's account and our 
approach take psychological forces into account that standard contract theory has neglected.3 
                                                 
3 Fehr, Hart and Zehnder (2011) provide supportive experimental evidence for the Hart and Moore approach.  
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In addition, both accounts provide an efficiency rationale for the existence of employment 
contracts. However, while labor contracts are “naturally” turned into long-run employment 
relations in our setting if the employer moral hazard problem is solved, Hart and Moore do 
not provide an explanation for why the labor contract typically takes the form of a long-run 
employment relation because their model is static.  
Finally, because we study the principals’ incentives to use authority in (in)efficient 
ways, our paper provides a framework in which one can assess the Marxian view of the firm 
(Marglin 1974, 1975). In particular, we are able to identify the conditions under which 
employers are likely to abuse their authority. Moreover, to the extent to which reputational 
forces alone are insufficient for solving the employers’ moral hazard problem, labor unions 
and labor legislation can play an efficiency enhancing role by constraining the employers’ 
ability to assign the workers inefficient tasks.  
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains our 
experimental design. Section 3 discusses several important features this design. Section 4 
derives predictions based on the pure self-interest theory and models of social preferences. 
Section 5 presents our experimental results. Section 6 discusses the implications of our 
approach for the theory of the firm. Here we discuss Alchian and Demsetz’s critique of the 
Coasian approach in more detail. We also compare the Coasian view of authority to the 
Marxian view of power, and we relate our paper to recent contributions on high-performance 
work systems. Section 7 summarizes and concludes the paper. 
 
2 Experimental Design and Procedures 
Our experimental design captures the trade-off in Simon’s (1951) theory of the employment 
relationship between rigid sales contracts in markets and flexible employment contracts in 
firms. An employer can respond to new information and assign tasks efficiently, but he can 
also abuse his power to the employee's disadvantage.  
In our experiments, a principal can conclude a contract with an agent for the execution 
of a task. If a contract is concluded, the agent executes a task and receives a fixed wage in 
return. Task execution generates revenue for the principal but imposes a personal cost on the 
agent. The principal’s profit is revenue minus wage, and the agent’s income is wage less the 
cost of task execution. There are three possible tasks, the execution of which incur different 
costs for the agent. Tasks 1, 2, and 3 result in costs of 0, 40, and 130, respectively (see Table 
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1).4 There are also two different states of the world that affect the principal’s revenue from 
task execution. In state 1, task 1 generates revenue of 160, while task 2 generates only 80. In 
state 2, task 2 generates revenue of 200, while task 1 generates only 30. Irrespective of the 
state of the world, task 3 always generates the highest revenue: 190 in state 1 and 230 in state 
2. Since task 3 is very costly for the agent, however, it is never efficient. Instead, task 1 is 
efficient in state 1, and task 2 is efficient in state 2. In both cases, a maximum surplus of 160 
can be generated.5 Table 1 gives an overview of revenue, cost, surplus, principal’s profit, and 
agent’s income for the three different tasks in the two possible states of the world.  
 
TABLE 1— Tasks, States, and Payoffs. 
  Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 
State 1 
Revenue 
Cost 
Surplus 
Principal’s profit 
Agent’s income 
160 
0 
160 
160 – wage 
wage 
80 
40 
40 
80 – wage 
wage – 40 
190 
130 
60 
190 – wage 
wage – 130 
State 2 
Revenue 
Cost 
Surplus 
Principal’s profit 
Agent’s income 
30 
0 
30 
30 – wage 
wage 
200 
40 
160 
200 – wage 
wage – 40 
230 
130 
100 
230 – wage 
wage – 130 
 
Neither principal nor agent initially knows the state of the world. It is realized with 
equal probability and becomes publicly known only after a contract between principal and 
agent has been concluded. The state of the world is not contractible.  
We consider two types of contracts. A principal can either offer a sales contract that 
specifies both a wage and a fixed task to be executed. Or he can offer an employment contract 
that only specifies the wage and gives the principal authority to specify the task after the 
realization of the state of the world. An employment contract offer includes an announcement 
from the principal of the task he intends to demand in the different states of the world, but the 
announcement is not binding. Once an agent accepts an employment contract, the principal 
has the power to demand any of the three tasks. 
                                                 
4 15 experimental points were exchanged for CHF 1 (approximately EUR 0.66 at the time of the experiments) at 
the end of the experiment. In the following, all numbers refer to experimental points. 
5 As is explained below, agents have an outside option of 30, which reduces the surplus accordingly. 
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Since the state of the world is not contractible, a sales contract cannot be state 
contingent. Given the later realization of the state of the world, the agreed upon task may thus 
be inefficient. In contrast, an employment contract has the advantage that the principal can 
assign the task after observing the state of the world. He can always opt to assign the efficient 
task, i.e., task 1 in state 1 and task 2 in state 2, which generates the maximum surplus of 160 
in both states of the world. However, the employment contract also enables the principal to 
abuse his power and choose the inefficient task 3, which is always most profitable for him but 
very costly for the agent. The employment contract thus gives rise to an employer moral 
hazard problem. The employer moral hazard problem is absent in a sales contract, because a 
sales contract fixes the task the agent must carry out. From an ex ante perspective, the most 
efficient sales contract asks for task 2, generating an expected surplus of 100, while sales 
contracts requiring task 1 or 3 yield expected surpluses of 95 or 80, respectively. Figure 1 
summarizes the timing of the principal-agent relationship.  
 
 
FIGURE 1.—Sequence of Events. 
 
We implemented groups of 8 principals and 8 agents in each session of the 
experiment. Each principal can contract with one agent at most, and each agent can accept 
one contract offer at most. Each subject receives a unique identification number (ID). In the 
contracting stage, each principal has to make two contract offers. First, he makes a private 
contract offer addressed to a single, specific agent identified by his ID that only this agent can 
accept. Second, he makes a public contract offer not addressed to a specific agent that any 
agent may accept. After all principals have made two contract offers, the private contracting 
stage begins in which the private offers are shown to the respective agents. An agent can 
receive none, one, or several private offers. If he receives one or several offers, he can accept 
at most one of them. He can also reject his private offer(s). After all agents have decided 
about their private offers, those agents without a private contract offer enter the public 
contracting stage. The remaining agents only see the public contract offers of those principals 
whose private offers were rejected. The agents choose among the public contract offers in a 
Principals 
make their 
contract offers 
t = 3 t = 1 t = 2 t = 4 
Agents decide 
whether or not to 
accept their 
contract offers 
Principals and agents learn the 
state of the world. Under an 
employment contract, the 
principal determines the task.  
 
Tasks are 
executed and 
payoffs are 
made. 
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randomly determined sequential order. The first agent sees all public contract offers and can 
accept at most one of them. The second agent receives the remaining offers, and so on. This 
matching procedure ensures that each agent receives at least one private or public contract 
offer. Principals and agents who conclude a contract then learn about the realization of the 
state of the world. Under an employment contract, the principal determines the task that his 
agent has to perform. Finally, payoffs are made. If a principal does not conclude a contract, 
his profit is zero. If an agent does not conclude a contract, he receives an outside option of 
30. 
Subjects played the above game for 15 periods. We implemented two main treatments 
and one control treatment. In treatment RANDOM, all players' IDs are randomly assigned at 
the beginning of each period. It is thus impossible for principals and agents to identify a 
subject with whom they may have interacted in a previous period. In contrast, the principals’ 
and agents’ IDs are fixed for all 15 periods of the game in treatment FIXED. Apart from the 
assignment of the IDs, the two treatments are identical. Treatment RANDOM restricts 
principals and agents to one-shot interactions. Treatment FIXED enables principals and 
agents to form long-term relations. A principal can address his private contract offer to a 
specific agent, e.g., to the agent with whom he contracted in an earlier period. An agent can 
also identify the principal making a contract offer. If an agent accepted, for example, an 
employment contract in a previous period and the principal did not abuse his power, then the 
agent can recognize this principal in the current period. A principal can thus build a 
reputation for not exploiting his agent in treatment FIXED, which is not possible in treatment 
RANDOM. The comparison between treatments FIXED and RANDOM allows us to analyze 
whether the principals’ opportunity to develop a reputation enhances the endogenous 
emergence of employment contracts. In addition, this treatment enables us to study the 
behavioral strategies that solve the principals’ moral hazard problem and shape the 
contractual relationship between the parties.  
We conducted three sessions of treatment FIXED and three sessions of treatment 
RANDOM. We implemented two matching groups of 16 subjects in each session, yielding 
six independent matching groups for each treatment.  
We also conducted a single session of control treatment UNFAIR, with two matching 
groups of 16 subjects. Treatment UNFAIR is identical to treatment RANDOM, except that 
there is a probability of 80 percent that task 3 will be exogenously imposed on the agent 
under an employment contract. Consequently, there is only a 20 percent probability that the 
principal will be free to choose the task. This rule was common knowledge among all 
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subjects. An agent who accepted an employment contract thus knew that he would have to 
perform task 3 in at least 80 percent of the cases. Treatment UNFAIR manipulates the agents’ 
beliefs about the prevalence of task 3 assignments, which allows a better understanding of 
why employment contracts are offered and accepted in treatment RANDOM.  
Upon arrival in the lab, half of the subjects were randomly and anonymously assigned 
the role of a principal, the other half the role of an agent. The experiment was framed as a 
labor market interaction. We avoided value laden terms such as authority, power, fairness, or 
exploitation. We referred to an employment contract as a “flexible contract” and to a sales 
contract as a “fixed contract.” 
Sessions lasted about 2 ½ hours and took place at the Department of Economics at the 
University of Zurich between April and December 2009. Subjects were students from the 
University of Zurich and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich studying 
various majors except economics and psychology. The experiments were computerized using 
the software z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007). On average, subjects earned about CHF 63.70 (about 
EUR 42.30 at the time of the experiments), which included a show-up fee of CHF 10 (EUR 
6.70). 
 
3 Discussion of Design Features 
We discuss several critical features of our experimental design in this section. We 
deliberately kept our design as simple as possible, while retaining our ability to capture the 
essence of the problem of power abuse in employment contracts. One of these simplifications 
becomes visible in the fact that we allow for “only” two states of the world and three tasks. In 
addition, we make the simplifying assumption that the agent’s costs are the same in all states 
of the world. Obviously, there are many more states of the world in practice and the task 
space is highly multi-dimensional, implying that there are a very large number of tasks 
available for almost any job.6 
We restrict our design to a small number of states and tasks to reduce the complexity 
of the experiment for the subjects and to minimize the possibility that subjects’ 
misperceptions of the situation confound the observed data patterns and behavioral 
regularities. This simplification has the consequence that there are – in principle – contractual 
                                                 
6 Even for the case in which the principal needs a well-defined single output from the agent, the following 
questions arise: when, where, at which speed, at which quality and quantity needs the output be available. All 
these dimensions have implications for the agent’s effort and can be varied continuously. They should, 
therefore, be considered as different tasks.  
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solutions to the employer’s moral hazard problem available in our experiment that, however, 
cannot work in a slightly more complicated environment. 
One might, for example, ask why it is not possible to rule out task 3 in employment 
contracts in our set up, which would immediately solve the power abuse problem and render 
employment contracts efficient even in treatment RANDOM. Recall that the state of the 
world is not verifiable in our experiment, while the tasks are verifiable and can be determined 
in an enforceable contract. However, by simply adding a third state in which task 3 is much 
more efficient than the other two tasks implies that the trading parties do not want to rule out 
task 3. More generally, the power abuse problem exists when some tasks are efficient in some 
states of the world but abusive in others.  
Because task assignment is verifiable, one may also ask why the principal could not 
offer task dependent wages in the employment contract. Task-dependent wages can solve the 
power abuse problem in our set up because the principal can commit not to impose task 3 by 
contractually agreeing to a wage 3w for task 3 such that 3 1 130w w− ≥ and 3 2 90w w− ≥ . It 
would never be in the principal’s interest to impose task 3 for these wages because this task is 
only profitable for the principal if he does not have to internalize the agent’s effort cost. 
However, it is easy to see that task-dependent wages can work in practice only if there are a 
small number of tasks. If the task space becomes large – as is typically the case – task-
dependent wages are likely to be associated with prohibitively high transaction costs. In 
addition, even if there is only a small number of tasks, task-dependent wages need not solve 
the power abuse problem if the agent’s costs are state-dependent.  
To see this in more detail, consider the following example: Task 1 leads to revenue of 
200 in state 1 and to revenue of 220 in state 2. The agent’s costs are 20 and 100 in states 1 
and 2, respectively. Task 2 leads to revenue of 220 in state 1 and to revenue of 200 in state 2. 
The agent’s costs are 100 and 20 in states 1 and 2, respectively. In this example, task 1 is 
efficient in state 1 and task 2 is efficient in state 2. Suppose now that the two wages, w1 and 
w2, obey the condition 200 – w1 > 220 – w2 (or w2 – w1 > 20), implying that the principal 
prefers task 1 in state 1. In this case, the principal also prefers task 1 in state 2 because 220 – 
w1 > 200 – w2 also holds. Thus, the principal has an incentive to impose high costs on the 
agent in state 2 even though this is inefficient. Suppose now that the reverse inequality holds, 
i.e. 200 – w2 > 220 – w1 (or w1 – w2 > 20) such that the principal prefers the efficient task 2 in 
state 2. Yet this means that the principal also prefers task 2 in state 1 even though this 
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imposes high costs on the agent and is inefficient. Task-dependent wages provide, therefore, 
no solution to the power abuse problem when the costs are state-dependent.  
Another important topic concerns the possibility of renegotiation. We do not allow for 
renegotiation of the contract after the state of the world has been revealed in our experiment. 
If the parties could costlessly and efficiently renegotiate the initial contract, the difference 
between an authority contract and a sales contract would disappear. Both contracts would be 
renegotiated to the efficient task, and the first best efficient allocation would always be 
implemented. However, renegotiations are neither costless nor do they always reach an ex-
post efficient outcome. Renegotiations can be infeasible because decisions often have to be 
made quickly. Furthermore, they can be costly if asymmetries of information exist between 
the two parties that render the bargaining outcome inefficient. More recently Hart and Moore 
(2008) and Herweg and Schmidt (2012) argue that contracts serve as reference points that 
affect the parties' ex-post behavior, giving rise to different (inefficient) renegotiation 
outcomes after an authority and a sales contract.7 In this paper, we want to show that there is 
an alternative mechanism to renegotiation, namely relational contracts, that get the parties 
close to the first best without invoking costly renegotiation. To show this as cleanly as 
possible, we abstract away from the possibility of renegotiation. 
A related issue concerns the possibility of the agent walking away from the contract if 
the principal requires him to do task 3. If the agent’s wage is smaller than 160, his utility 
from completing task 3 is smaller than his outside option utility. Nevertheless, we assume 
that the agent has to carry out task 3 for the following reasons. First, once he started working 
for the principal, the agent’s outside option is gone and he has to incur search and switching 
costs to find a new job. Second, the principal could threaten to sue the agent for unilateral 
breach of contract. Even if it is not clear that the principal would win the law suit, the threat 
of a law suit may be sufficient to induce the worker to finish his job. Finally, not completing 
his job could result in a reputational loss for the agent.  
Finally, one may ask why we did not take the agents’ effort choices explicitly into 
account in our experimental design. While it is true that principals have the right to assign 
tasks to the workers under an employment contract, it is also true that the execution of the 
tasks requires the agents’ effort. In case of imperfect monitoring and enforcement 
technologies, it would be possible for agents to retaliate to the assignment of abusive tasks by 
                                                 
7 Fehr, Hart and Zehnder (2011, 2012) and Bartling and Schmidt (2012) provide evidence that contracts serve as 
reference points. Fehr, Hart and Zehnder (2012) and Bartling and Schmidt (2012) show that the type of contract 
influences the renegotiation process and that renegotiations can be inefficient. 
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reducing their effort. However, because we wanted to focus exclusively on the principals’ 
moral hazard problem, we avoided the complications of explicit effort choices. Our 
experimental design is therefore best interpreted as a situation in which the principals have 
implemented a strong monitoring and enforcement technology such that effort reductions 
relative to the principals’ desired effort level are very costly for the worker.  
 
4 Behavioral Predictions 
The central question the experiments in this paper address is whether the widespread 
emergence of employment contracts occurs if principals have the opportunity to acquire a 
reputation of not abusing their agents, and if so, which behavioral strategies support this 
solution to the principals’ moral hazard problem. Different assumptions about the principals’ 
preferences suggest different answers to this question. 
 
4.1 Self-interest model  
The standard neoclassical approach assumes that all people are fully rational and only 
interested in maximizing their own material payoffs. In this case, the (second best) optimal 
contract is straightforward.8  
The interaction between the principal and the agent is one-shot in treatments 
RANDOM and UNFAIR. If the agent accepts an employment contract, the principal will 
always require task 3 because this yields the highest revenue in either state of the world. 
Agents anticipate this and only accept an employment contract if the wage compensates them 
for the effort cost of 130 and the opportunity cost of 30. The same is true for the sales 
contract on task 3. Both contracts thus yield the principal an expected profit of 
50)30130(1905.02305.0 =+−⋅+⋅ . The effort cost for task 1 is 0, so the wage in a sales 
contract on task 1 only has to compensate for the opportunity cost, and the principal’s 
expected profit is 6530305.01605.0 =−⋅+⋅ . The wage in a sales contract for task 2 has to 
compensate for effort costs of 40 and the opportunity cost, so the principal’s expected profit 
                                                 
8 In the following we assume that all parties are risk neutral and maximize their expected monetary income. 
Note that principals in the experiments could first make a private offer to one agent and a public offer to all 
agents that became relevant only if the private offer was rejected. To simplify the exposition, we ignore the two-
stage structure of the bargaining game in the theoretical analysis and assume that the principal makes a take-it-
or-leave-it offer either to an anonymous agent (in treatment RANDOM) or to a known agent (in treatment 
FIXED). However, it would not be difficult to extend the equilibrium strategies in such a way that they form an 
equilibrium with the same equilibrium outcome in the two-stage bargaining game too. 
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is 70)3040(2005.0805.0 =+−⋅+⋅ . In equilibrium, the principal will thus offer a sales 
contract on task 2 with a wage of 70=w , which the agent accepts.   
The same prediction prevails in treatment FIXED. The principal will require task 3 
under an employment contract independent of the history of past play in the last period. 
Agents anticipate this and accept an employment contract only if the wage is at least 𝑤 =160. Given this high wage, the principal will offer a sales contract for task 2 with a wage of 
70=w  in the last period in any subgame perfect equilibrium. By backward induction, this 
outcome is also the unique prediction for all previous periods.  
Thus, the self-interest model gives rise to the following hypothesis: 
 
Hypothesis 1 [Self-interest Model]: The employment contract is not viable in 
any of the three treatments because principals will always require task 3 if it is 
accepted. Agents anticipate this and accept employment contracts only if 
160w ≥ . Because of this high wage, the employment contract is not profit 
maximizing and principals prefer offering sales contracts for task 2.  
 
4.2 Social preferences  
The predictions of the self-interest model are based on the assumption that a principal will 
always require the agent to do the task that is most profitable for the principal, independent of 
how costly this is for the agent. Models of social preferences (e.g., Rabin 1993, Fehr and 
Schmidt 1999, Bolton and Ockenfels 2000, Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger 2004, Falk and 
Fischbacher, 2006, Battigalli and Dufwenberg, 2007) assume instead that some people are 
“fair-minded”. Fair-minded principals may refrain from exploiting the agent, because they 
reciprocate to the agent’s “kind” action of accepting the contract, because they are averse to 
inequality, or because they feel guilt for exploiting agents.  
If there are both selfish and fair-minded types of principals, all three treatments turn 
into signaling games with potentially many perfect Bayesian equilibria. It is always an 
equilibrium in all treatments for both types of principals to offer a sales contract on task 2 in 
every period. Such an equilibrium is sustained by the out-of-equilibrium belief that the 
principal is selfish with probability one if he offers an employment contract. There may also 
be equilibria in treatment RANDOM where both types of principals offer an employment 
contract. Suppose that an agent believes that a share 𝑥 ∈ (0,1) of principals is selfish and 
requires task 3 under an employment contract, while a share of 1 x−  is fair-minded and 
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chooses the efficient task 1 or 2. In this case, accepting an employment contract is profitable 
for the agent if  
 [ ] 50130 (1 ) 0.5 40 0.5 0 30    ,
110
ww x x x −− ⋅ − − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ≥ ⇔ ≤  
i.e. given the wage 𝑤, agents must be sufficiently optimistic that they face a fair principal.9 
For example, if 𝑤 = 105, agents only accept the employment contract if they believe they 
face a selfish principal with at most a probability of 50 percent, if 𝑤 = 116, this probability 
may not be larger than 60 percent, and so on.   
While there may be equilibria with employment contracts in treatment RANDOM if 
agents are sufficiently optimistic about their principal's type, this is impossible in treatment 
UNFAIR. Task 3 is imposed exogenously with 80 percent probability in this case. Thus, even 
if the principal always chooses the efficient task in the remaining 20 percent of all cases, 
social surplus is only 
[ ] [ ]0.8 0.5 (230 130) 0.5 (190 130) 0.2 0.5 (200 40) 0.5 (160 0) 96⋅ ⋅ − + ⋅ − + ⋅ ⋅ − + ⋅ − =  
while the expected surplus of a sales contract on task 2 is 100. This implies that a sales 
contract dominates an employment contract in task 2 for a fair-minded principal, because a 
sales contract for task 2 exists for any given wage of an employment contract that makes both 
the principal and the agent better off. Hence, a fair-minded principal will never choose an 
employment contract in any equilibrium of treatment UNFAIR. If there was an equilibrium in 
which the employment contract is offered with positive probability, agents must believe that a 
selfish principal offers it, so they would require at least a wage such that 
130 30    160w w− ≥ ⇔ ≥  
which leaves at most an expected profit of 210-160=50 for the selfish principal. But this 
implies that the employment contract is also dominated for the selfish principal, because he 
could offer a sales contract on task 2 that generates a higher surplus and makes both him and 
the agent better off. Hence, the sales contract on task 2 must be offered in any equilibrium of 
treatment UNFAIR.  
In treatment FIXED, it need not be the case (as in RANDOM and UNFAIR) that a 
selfish principal always requires task 3 if an employment contract has been accepted. Here 
                                                 
9 This condition is also sufficient if agents accept any contract that yields an expected payoff that is at least as 
high as their outside option. However, if some agents accept a contract only if they get at least some share of the 
surplus in addition to their outside option (e.g., because they are inequality averse), the condition becomes more 
stringent. We have no specific beliefs about the underlying fairness preferences and look for joint predictions 
that all models of social preferences share.   
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there are reputation equilibria along the lines of Kreps et al. (1982) in which both types of 
principal form a long-term relationship with their agent. They make a private offer for an 
employment contract and choose the efficient tasks 1 and 2 in all but the last few periods of 
the game. The agent accepts the private offer if his principal did not exploit him in any of the 
previous periods. Otherwise, he rejects the private offer and accepts the best public offer from 
the other principals. In the last few periods, the equilibrium unravels and selfish principals 
require task 3 with positive probability.  
The theoretical discussion is summarized in the following hypothesis: 
 
Hypothesis 2 [Social Preferences]: If some principals are motivated by social 
preferences and do not exploit the agent under an employment contract, we get: 
a) In treatment RANDOM, employment contracts may be offered and 
accepted if agents are sufficiently optimistic about facing a fair principal. 
However, all selfish principals will exploit their agents and require task 3 
under an employment contract. 
b) All contract offers are sales contracts for task 2 in treatment UNFAIR. 
c) Employment contracts may be offered and accepted in treatment FIXED, 
even if agents are less optimistic about facing a fair principal. Fair and 
selfish principals may form long-term relationships with their agents, offer 
employment contracts and choose the efficient tasks 1 and 2 only (except 
possibly for the last few periods of the game). Thus, there will be more 
employment contracts and less unfair behavior than in treatment 
RANDOM.  
 
5 Results 
5.1 Authority and the Abuse of Power in One-shot Relations 
In treatment RANDOM, the self-interest model predicts that principals will always abuse 
their power in an employment contract and assign the agent the inefficient task 3, while 
models of social preferences predict that some principals will behave fairly and choose the 
efficient tasks 1 or 2. The following result summarizes actual behavior under employment 
contracts if there are only one-shot interactions. 
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Result 1 (Power abuse under one-shot employment contracts): The 
principals in treatment RANDOM implement the inefficient but profit 
maximizing task 3 in the employment contract in roughly half of the cases (51 
percent), but they behave fairly and use their power to implement the efficient 
tasks 1 or 2 in the other half of the cases.  
 
Result 1 shows that there is a significant share of principals who behave fairly and efficiently 
even in one-shot interaction.10 The result thus rejects Hypothesis 1 (pure self-interest), while 
it is consistent with Hypothesis 2 (social preferences).  
This raises the question whether the share of fair principals is sufficiently high so that 
agents are better off under employment contracts compared to sales contracts. Employment 
contracts clearly have advantages for principals. Selfish principals can use them to exploit 
their agents, while fair principals can share a larger surplus. For agents, however, 
employment contracts entail a substantial risk of exploitation. 
 
 
 
FIGURE 2.—Principals’ profits and agents’ incomes with concluded contracts in 
treatment RANDOM. 
 
Figure 2 shows that principals realize higher profits under concluded employment contracts 
(86.3) than under concluded sales contracts (58.2). Agents, however, realize higher incomes 
under sales contracts (41.9) than under employment contracts (31.6). On average, higher 
                                                 
10 In treatment RANDOM, when a principal did not impose task 3, he always chose the efficient task. 
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wages are paid under employment contracts (109.8) than under sales contracts (64.9), but the 
difference only partially compensates the agents for the risk of exploitation. In fact, agents 
with an employment contract make on average little more than their outside option of 30, so 
accepting these contracts was just profitable. Looking at matching group averages, the 
income differences between contract types are highly significant for principals but not for 
agents (rank-sum tests on matching group averages, p=0.004 and p=0.109, respectively).11 
Figure 2 also shows that even the principals who do not abuse their power make 
significantly higher profits under employment contracts (79.6) compared to the sales 
contracts (rank-sum test on matching group averages, p=0.025). These principals offer wages 
of about 105 and share the surplus equally with their agents: both principals and agents 
receive on average almost exactly half of the maximum surplus of 160. The principals who 
abuse their power make significantly higher profits (92.6) than the fair principals (rank-sum 
test on matching group averages, p=0.010), but their agents make substantial losses on 
average (-14.8). This is summarized in our next result. 
 
Result 2 (Conflict of interest over contract types): In treatment RANDOM, 
principals realize significantly higher profits under employment contracts than 
under sales contracts, even if they do not abuse their power. Agents realize 
lower incomes under employment contracts than under sales contracts. While 
the difference in average incomes is not significant for agents, employment 
contracts entail the risk of exploitation and incurring substantial losses.   
 
Given this strong conflict of interest, it is not obvious which type of contract will prevail 
because although the principals have the power to offer employment contracts, the agents 
may not accept them. Figure 3 shows that most principals start out offering only employment 
contracts and most of them are initially accepted; therefore, the share of employment 
contracts is very high at the beginning. However, the agents experience over time that the 
principals frequently abuse their power to assign tasks, so that the agents start rejecting many 
of the offered employment contracts.12 This is why sales contracts eventually dominate. If the 
principals offer a sales contract then they demand the relatively more efficient task 2 in the 
large majority of the cases.13 Nevertheless, Figure 3 shows that a stable share of 40 percent 
                                                 
11 All p-values shown in the text are two-sided.  
12 Contract rejections are discussed in more detail in Section 5.3. 
13 Sales contracts for tasks 1 and 3 account for less than 15 percent of all contracts in treatment RANDOM.  
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employment contracts among all concluded contracts persists even in the last periods of the 
experiment. We summarize this in our next result. 
 
 
FIGURE 3.—Share of concluded employment contracts across treatments 
 
Result 3 (Persistence of employment contracts): About 50 percent of all 
concluded contracts are employment contracts in treatment RANDOM. The 
share of employment contracts declines from its initial value of 80 percent, but 
then levels out at about 40 percent. 
 
Why do we observe so many more employment contracts in treatment RANDOM than the 
self-interest model predicts? We conducted treatment UNFAIR to address this question; it 
differs from treatment RANDOM only in that we exogenously manipulated the share of task 
3 assignments in employment contracts: principals can only decide about the task assignment 
with a probability of 0.2, while task 3 is imposed automatically with a probability of 0.8. 
Figure 3 shows that employment contracts vanish over time in treatment UNFAIR. The 
difference in the share of employment contracts between treatment RANDOM and UNFAIR 
is statistically significant (rank-sum test on matching group differences, p=0.096).14 This 
shows that the fair behavior of many principals is a causal determinant for the persistence of 
employment contracts in one-shot interaction, which is summarized in the following result 
 
                                                 
14 Recall that we only have two matching groups in treatment UNFAIR which may explain why the significance 
level is just below 10 percent. We can justify the application of a one-sided p-value (in which case p = 0.048), 
however, because we have a directed hypothesis for the comparison between RANDOM and UNFAIR.  
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Result 4 (Fair behavior of principals explains the persistence of 
employment contracts): Task 3 is imposed in about 90 percent of the 
employment contracts in treatment UNFAIR, while task 3 is implemented in 
only 50 percent of the cases in treatment RANDOM. As a result, employment 
contracts vanish in treatment UNFAIR, but persist in treatment RANDOM.  
 
5.2 Authority and the Limits of Power in Relational Contracts 
Principals and agents in treatment RANDOM are restricted to one-shot interactions. This case 
is certainly important in practice, but there are also many situations in which it is more 
plausible to assume that principals and agents can interact repeatedly if they wish to do so, 
and that they can condition their decisions on past experiences. The principals’ and agents’ 
IDs are fixed in treatment FIXED and observable for the duration of the experiment. This 
enables principals and agents to form long-term relations. How does this affect the 
prevalence of sales and employment contracts? Our next result provides an answer. 
 
Result 5 (Dominance of employment contracts with fixed IDs): The large 
majority of contracts in treatment FIXED are employment contracts and – 
except for the end game effect – the prevalence of employment contracts even 
increases over time.  
 
This result thus rejects Hypothesis 1 (pure self-interest), while it is again consistent with 
Hypothesis 2 (social preferences). Figure 3 provides evidence for Result 5. The figure shows 
that the share of employment contracts in treatment FIXED is very stable at a level between 
80 and 90 percent, with a slight drop to about 70 percent in the last two periods. The 
difference in the share of employment contracts between FIXED and RANDOM is 
significant (rank-sum test on matching group differences, p=0.016).  
Why do we observe so many more employment contracts in treatment FIXED than in 
treatment RANDOM? This question is addressed in our next result.  
 
Result 6 (Power abuse and payoffs in relational contracts): Principals in 
treatment FIXED abuse their power significantly less often than in treatment 
RANDOM and in treatment UNFAIR. Both principals and agents earn 
significantly higher payoffs with employment contracts than with sales 
contracts. 
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Figures 4 and 5 provide evidence for Result 6. Figure 4 displays the share of principals who 
abuse their power and the share of employment contracts in treatments FIXED, RANDOM, 
and UNFAIR. It shows that there is a strong negative association between the incidences of 
power abuse (0.21, 0.51, and 0.93 percent, respectively) and the share of employment 
contracts (0.82, 0.49, and 0.25, respectively). The difference in the frequency of power abuse 
between treatments FIXED and RANDOM and between RANDOM and UNFAIR is 
statistically significant (rank-sum test on matching group differences, p=0.007 and p=0.046, 
respectively. 
 
 
FIGURE 4.—Frequency of power abuses and the share of employment contracts. 
 
Figure 5 shows that both principals and agents are better off under employment contracts in a 
given period. Principals realize average profits of 81.2 under employment contracts and 44.5 
under sales contracts, and agents realize an average income of 59.4 under employment 
contracts and 50.7 under sales contracts. The difference is highly significant for principals 
and marginally significant for agents (rank-sum tests on matching group averages, p=0.004 
and p=0.078, respectively). The conflict of interest with regard to contract type thus 
disappears with fixed IDs, and both principals and agents prefer employment contracts over 
sales contracts. 
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FIGURE 5.—Per period averages of principals’ profits and agents’ incomes in 
concluded contracts in treatment FIXED. 
 
Figure 5 also shows that, as in treatment RANDOM, even the principals who do not abuse 
their power make higher profits under employment contracts (78.3) than they earn on average 
under sales contracts, and that the principals who abuse their power make higher profits 
(91.9) than the fair principals. Both differences are highly significant (rank-sum tests on 
matching group averages, p=0.004 in both tests). Agents who are exploited again make 
substantial losses on average (-18.6), but there are far fewer of these cases.  
Why do principals abuse their power much less often with fixed IDs than with 
random IDs, even though they could increase their profits in the current period by doing so? 
The answer to this question is given by the following result.  
 
Result 7 (Power abuse, termination of relationships, and future profits): If a 
principal abuses his power in treatment FIXED, the authority relationship with 
his agent almost always breaks up. The principal's future profits are reduced 
significantly in this case. 
 
We only observed one single case where a principal abused his power in an employment 
contract, made a repeat employment contract offer to the same agent, who then accepted the 
offer. Thus, the abuse of power in an employment contract almost certainly terminates the 
authority relationship, which is costly to the principal. Panel A of Figure 6 shows a 
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principal’s average future profit in treatment FIXED depending on whether he abused his 
power under the current employment contract or not. The figure considers all observations 
where a principal had an accepted employment contract in a given period and calculates the 
profits in all future periods (not accounting for the current period) separately for principals 
who abused their power in the current period and those who did not. The figure shows that 
principals who do not abuse their power under an employment contract realize higher future 
profits throughout the experiment. Future profits naturally decline in later periods, as does the 
difference between abuse and no abuse. The differences shown in the figure are, however, 
highly significant in all three period bins (rank-sum tests on matching group averages, 
p=0.004 in all three tests). Note that the short term monetary benefit of power abuse is always 
30, but the average cost in terms of future profit losses is significantly larger in all three 
period bins. This even holds for every single period except for the very last one in the final 
bin with periods 11 to 14. It is thus in the principals’ long term interest to treat their 
employees well and to refrain from imposing task 3.  
 
Panel A Panel B 
  
 
FIGURE 6.—Principals’ future profits (Panel A) and agents’ future incomes (Panel B) in 
treatment FIXED depending on the principal’s choice whether or not to abuse his power. 
 
As an aside, it is interesting to observe that an agent’s future income is also reduced if 
his principal exploits him in a given period. Agents thus earn a rent in viable long-run 
employment relations. This can be seen in Panel B of Figure 6, showing an agent’s average 
future income depending on whether his principal abused his power under an employment 
contract or not. The figure considers all observations where an agent accepted an 
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employment contract in a given period and then calculates the incomes in all future periods 
(not taking the current period into account) separately for agents who were exploited and 
those who were not. It is clear that agents who were not exploited realize higher future 
incomes throughout the experiment. Future incomes naturally decline in later periods, and so 
does the difference between power abuse and no power abuse. The differences shown in the 
figure are, however, (highly) significant in the latter two period bins (rank-sum tests on 
matching group averages, p=0.010 and p=0.013), but not in periods 1 to 5 (p=0.873).15 
Employment contracts are typically part of a long term relation between the employer 
and the employee, while sales relationships are often more short term. It is therefore 
interesting to ask whether our framework also enables us to explain these patterns. Note that 
there is no moral hazard problem associated with a sales contract in our set up because all the 
terms of trades are settled ex ante and enforceable for third parties ex-post. There is therefore 
no reason to enter a long term relation under sales contracts and we should observe that sales 
contracts do not establish long term relations. In the case of employment contracts, however, 
Hypothesis 2 and Result 7 suggest that the principals can be disciplined through the agents’ 
threat of dissolving the relationship after a power abuse. In other words, there are equilibria 
in treatment FIXED in which the principal benefits from treating the agent fairly and trading 
repeatedly with the same agent. This implies that employment contracts should be associated 
with long-term relationships. The next result shows that our data indeed meet these 
predictions. 
 
Result 8 (Contract type and length of trading relationships): No long-term 
relationships emerge under sales contracts in treatment FIXED, meaning that 
trades are predominantly one-shot. In contrast, most employment contracts are 
written in long-term relationships that significantly reduce the problem of 
power abuse.  
 
Figure 7 provides evidence for Result 8. The figure shows that almost three quarters of all the 
transactions under sales contracts take place in one-shot interactions. In contrast, less than 
one-third of all transactions under employment contracts take place in one-shot interactions, 
and over 40 percent take place in relationships that last five or more periods.  
                                                 
15 Note that we have very few observations of principals who abuse their power in several of the six matching 
groups in the first period bin (periods 1 to 5); the numbers of observations in the six matching groups are 1, 1, 2, 
3, 5, and 8, respectively.  
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FIGURE 7.—Percentage of transactions in long-term relations. 
 
The reason for the high share of transactions in long-term employment relationships is the 
significant reduction of the problem of power abuse. While the frequency of unfair task 
assignments in relationships that lasted for one period closely matches the level of 50 percent 
observed in treatment RANDOM, the level drops to 22 percent in relationships of length 2 to 
4, and we observe almost no power abuse (1 percent) in relationships that lasted for 5 or more 
periods.  
 
5.3 Transaction Costs of Sales and Employment Contracts  
What are the implications of our experimental findings for the efficiency of sales and 
employment contracts, i.e., for the transaction costs the two different modes of governance 
cause? The next result provides the answer for concluded contracts. 
 
Result 9 (Efficiency of concluded employment and sales contracts): In 
treatment RANDOM, concluded employment contracts are more efficient on 
average than concluded sales contracts because half of the principals do not 
abuse their power and choose the efficient task, but the difference is not 
significant. The efficiency advantage of concluded employment contracts over 
concluded sales contracts is larger and highly significant in treatment FIXED.  
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FIGURE 8.—Share of maximum surplus achieved in concluded employment and sales 
contracts in treatments RANDOM and FIXED. 
 
Figure 8 provides evidence for Result 9. The maximum surplus of 160 is achieved if the 
agent chooses task 1 in state 1 and task 2 in state 2. A sales contract is inefficient because it 
always assigns the same task, independent of the state of the world. An employment contract 
is inefficient if the principal abuses his power and forces the agent to execute task 3. The 
employment contract is more efficient (73.7 percent of the maximum surplus) than the sales 
contract (62.5 percent) in treatment RANDOM, but the difference is not significant (rank-
sum test on matching group differences, p=0.109). The efficiency of concluded employment 
contracts is much larger than that of concluded sales contracts in treatment FIXED (87.9 
percent versus 59.5 percent; rank-sum test on matching group differences, p=0.004). 
Comparing treatments, we find that the employment contract exhausts the potentially 
available surplus to a higher degree in treatment FIXED, while there are no treatment 
differences under sales contracts (rank-sum tests on matching group differences, p=0.007 and 
p=0.522, respectively).  
Up until now, we have only considered concluded contracts. There is, however, a 
second source of transaction costs. If an agent does not accept a contract offer, there is no 
trade, and the surplus is lost. In treatments RANDOM and FIXED, 131 and 114 out of 720 
possible trading opportunities, respectively, were not realized.16 Among these missed 
opportunities, the vast majority were rejected employment contract offers (87.8 and 88.6 
percent in treatments RANDOM and FIXED, respectively). Result 2 in treatment RANDOM 
                                                 
16 We have 16 principals and 16 agents per session. A session lasts for 15 periods. We have 3 sessions for each 
treatment, which results in 16 ∙ 15 ∙ 3 = 720 trading opportunities.  
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showed clearly that there is a strong conflict of interest between principals and agents about 
which type of contract to conclude, while both parties prefer the employment contract in 
treatment FIXED (Result 6). This explains why the rejection rate for employment contracts is 
28.5 percent in treatment RANDOM, while it is only 5.1 percent for sales contracts.17 The 
rejection rate for employment contracts in treatment FIXED is 16.9 percent, which is 
significantly lower than in treatment RANDOM (rank-sum test on matching group 
differences, p=0.055). The rejection rate for sales contracts is 10.5 percent, which is not 
significantly different from treatment RANDOM (rank-sum test on matching group 
differences, p=0.378). Our next result compares the total transaction costs of sales and 
employment contracts taking all sources of inefficiencies – power abuse in employment 
contracts, contract rejections, and inefficient task assignment in sales contracts – into 
account.  
 
Result 10 (Transaction costs of sales and employment contracts): There is 
no significant difference in total transaction costs between sales and 
employment contracts in treatment RANDOM, while the total transaction costs 
are significantly lower under employment contracts in treatment FIXED. 
 
Figure 9 provides evidence for Result 10. The figure shows the total transaction cost incurred 
in the different contracting modes across treatments. We display these transaction costs as a 
share of the maximum available surplus, i.e. we show how much of this surplus is wasted by 
incurring transaction cost. The difference between employment contracts (47.3 percent) and 
sales contracts (40.6 percent) is not significant in treatment RANDOM (rank-sum test on 
matching group averages, p=0.109). This finding is consistent with the observation that both 
contracting modes in treatment RANDOM govern a substantial share of the transactions. The 
transaction costs are substantially lower under the employment contract (27.0 percent) than 
under the sales contract (46.8 percent) in treatment FIXED – a difference that is highly 
significant (rank-sum test on matching group averages, p=0.007). This is consistent with the 
                                                 
17 These rejection rates are computed as follows. We have 300 accepted sales contracts in treatment RANDOM, 
for example, and 16 of the untaken contract offers at the end of the public contracting phase were sales contract 
offers. The rejection rate is then calculated as 16/(300 + 16) = 0.05. We did not calculate the rejection rate 
simply as rejected sales contract offers divided by total number of sales contract offers because each principal 
made one private offer and one public offer, only one of which could be accepted by design. The rejection rate 
as calculated above does not account for rejections in the private contracting phase, because a single agent might 
get several offers of which he can accept only one by design. By considering the total number of accepted 
contracts, it does, however, account for both privately and publicly offered contracts because it is irrelevant 
whether accepted contracts were concluded in the private or in the public contracting phase. 
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observation that employment contracts govern the large majority of transactions in treatment 
FIXED. Comparing contract types across treatments, there is no difference in total 
transaction costs of sales contracts, but the total transaction costs of employment contracts 
are significantly lower in treatment FIXED (rank-sum tests on matching group averages, 
p=0.262 and p=0.025, respectively).  
 
 
FIGURE 9.— Transaction costs of sales and employment contracts as share of the 
maximum available surplus. 
 
Note that all (short- and long term) employment contracts in treatment FIXED are taken into 
account in Result 10. However, we have seen that employment contracts that were concluded 
in long-term relationships have much lower frequencies of power abuse and also a much 
higher chance of renewal, i.e., acceptance. Total transaction costs for these contracts are thus 
even lower. Our experiments show that these long-term relationships arise endogenously with 
fixed IDs as a result of their solution of the employer moral hazard problem and the 
associated reduction in the total transactions costs of employment contracts.  
 
6 Implications for the Theory of the Firm 
Coase famously described the firm as a system in which power and subordination prevail in 
his 1937 paper: “If a workman moves from department Y to department X, he does not go 
because of a change in relative prices, but because he is ordered to do so (p. 387). […] It is 
important to note the character of the contract into which a factor enters that is employed 
within a firm. The contract is one whereby the factor […] agrees to obey the directions within 
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certain limits. The essence of the contract is that it should only state the limits of the power of 
the entrepreneur. Within these limits, he can therefore direct the other factors of production 
(p. 391).”  
Alchian and Demsetz (1972, p. 777) radically question this view of the firm: “It is 
common to see the firm characterized by the power to settle issues by fiat, by authority, or by 
disciplinary action superior to that available in the conventional market. This is delusion. 
[…] [The firm] has no power of fiat, no authority, no disciplinary action any different in the 
slightest degree from ordinary market contracting between any two people. […] What then is 
the content of the presumed power to manage and assign workers to various tasks? Exactly 
the same as one little consumer's power to manage and assign his grocer to various tasks.”  
Instead replacing the price mechanism with a system of power and subordination, 
Alchian and Demsetz describe the key characteristic of firms as the team use of inputs and 
the centralized position of some party in the contractual arrangement of all inputs. Although 
we do not set up a team production environment, the results of our paper also have some 
bearing on this “debate” between Alchian and Demsetz (1972) and the Coasian view of the 
firm (Coase 1937, Simon 1951). 
We do not dispute the potentially important role of team production and a centralized 
monitor in the firm. Alchian and Demsetz’ claim that the firm has no authority any different 
from the little consumer’s power to assign his grocer to various tasks is questionable in our 
view, however, for the following reasons. The employer is generally legally allowed to give 
orders to the worker that must be obeyed, while the grocer does not sign a contract that 
obliges him to obey the little consumer’s task assignments. In other words, the relation 
between the consumer and the grocer is based on a sales contract – a specific product with 
well-defined properties is exchanged for a well-defined price – while the relation between an 
employer and a worker is based on an employment contract that confers the right of task 
assignment to the employer. Therefore, the grocer does not face any moral hazard problem 
because the little consumer cannot impose an abusive task on him, while the agent in the 
employment contract faces this exact risk. In the same way that the agent in our sales contract 
faced no risk of power abuse, the grocer does not face that risk because in sales contracts the 
terms of trade are completely settled in the market.  
The terms of trade are not fully described in the employment contract, however, 
because the employer has the right to determine the tasks ex-post. Due to the non-verifiability 
of the states of the world, legal rules and third party enforcement cannot solve the resulting 
moral hazard problem; this must be done by disciplining the employer in repeated exchanges. 
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This has important consequences for the functioning of the market. In a perfectly competitive 
market with third party enforcement of well-defined terms of trade, the trading parties are on 
the margin indifferent between trading with their current partner or with a different partner so 
that the “firing” of a trading partner imposes no cost. Trading with partner X is as good as 
trading with partner Y. Trading relationships are therefore typically one-shot, as they are in 
our experiments with regard to sales contracts.  
In contrast, theoretical contributions  (MacLeod and Malcomson 1989, 1998) and the 
evidence in this paper as well as in others (Brown, Falk and Fehr 2004, 2012) suggest that the 
endogenous enforcement of contracts in the presence of moral hazard problems is associated 
with the pervasive existence of rents. The break-up of an employment relationship is 
therefore generally associated with considerable costs for both parties, meaning that both 
parties have a strong interest in continuing the relationship. This explains why employment 
contracts are turned into long-lasting employment relations, while the trading parties are 
indifferent to continued relationships in sales contracts.18  
Taken together, very different forces govern the relationship between the little 
consumer and the grocer, and this relationship is of a very different nature than that between 
an employer and a worker. The grocer faces no risk of abusive task assignments and there is 
thus no need to discipline the consumer by leaving a rent to him. In contrast, the agent who 
enters an employment contract faces such a risk, and the employer and the agent must earn a 
rent from the continued relationship to prevent opportunistic behavior.  
Our paper also provides a framework that enables us to identify the conditions under 
which “Marxian” features characterize the firm (Marglin 1974, 1975). The firm is 
characterized as a hierarchical system under both the Marxian and the Coasian view where 
the employer has the power to direct the allocation of resources within the firm. However, 
while the firm’s power and hierarchy is a tool for the exploitation of workers in the Marxian 
view, these tools are used to achieve an efficient allocation of resources within the firm in the 
Coasian view. In fact, fiat based on power is an allocation mechanism in the Coasian view 
that is often more efficient than the price mechanism, which is the very reason why firms 
exist. 
Our results confirm the Coasian view that the transaction costs associated with an 
employment contract as compared to those of a sales contract are a causal factor for the 
                                                 
18 There may, of course, be other factors such geographical proximity that facilitate repeated buying at the same 
grocer. But this still does not turn sales contracts that are typically executed on the spot into employment 
contracts with legal rights for task assignment.  
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emergence and viability of employment contracts (i.e., firms). In this sense, firms exist 
because they give rise to lower transaction costs. We also show, however, that the Marxian 
idea that power can be used for exploitation is real. Many employees will be abused under 
some conditions, when employers cannot commit to treating their employees fairly. Under 
these circumstances, employment contracts (firms) are used as a tool for exploitation. 
Ironically, this tool only works in treatment RANDOM because of the existence of fair-
minded subjects in the role of the principal. Without these fair-minded employers, workers do 
not accept employment contracts (as shown in treatment UNFAIR). 
It is also important to point out in this context that there is no guarantee that this 
problem will always be solved, even in treatment FIXED, where our subjects largely solved 
the moral hazard problem. Multiple equilibria exist in repeated interaction, and the purely 
selfish employers always abuse their workers under employment contracts in some of these 
equilibria. Workers then resist accepting these contracts, similar to what we observed in 
treatment RANDOM. In other words, reputational mechanisms may not always be sufficient 
to solve the principals’ moral hazard problem. 19  
This points to the potentially important role of labor unions and labor laws restricting 
the firms’ exploitative capacities – even in environments where reputation building is 
possible – by strengthening workers’ rights, which might prevent a bad equilibrium. If 
complete state-contingent labor contracts could be written, constraints on the employers’ 
action space would only reduce efficiency. In an incomplete contracts environment, however, 
where employers face the temptation to assign abusive tasks to their workers, labor unions 
and labor laws can be efficiency enhancing because they may enable the employer to credibly 
commit to not abuse his workers. This account of labor unions and labor laws echoes the 
contributions of Freeman and Medoff (1979, 1984) who argued that unions may not just 
represent monopolies (which they do), but that they also may enhance efficiency by helping 
improve working conditions and reducing labor turnover, for example. Our set-up provides a 
framework in which this role of labor laws and labor unions can be discussed. Our results 
                                                 
19 It is tempting to relate the resistance against employment contracts in treatment RANDOM to the historical 
evidence on workers’ strong distaste to factory work during the early phase of the industrial revolution (see, e.g., 
Pollard 1963). Factory work during this time was characterized by employers’ nearly unconstrained rights to 
determine working conditions, fines, and other disciplinary measures (such as corporal punishment). Thus, “the 
very recruitment to the uncongenial work was difficult, and it was made worse by the deliberate or accidental 
modelling of many works on workhouses and prisons, a fact well known to the working population” (Pollard 
1963, p. 254). 
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suggest, for example, that regulations that help employers solve their commitment problem 
will also reduce labor turnover and the costly break-up of employment relations.20  
Finally, our paper is related to recent contributions to the human resource 
management literature on high-performance work systems (HPWS). HPWS are a departure 
from Taylorist forms of labor relations. Under Taylorism, employers severely constrain the 
workers’ action space and impose tight controls on them, while employers under HPWS 
partially delegate decision rights to workers, enabling them to act on their private information 
and ingenuity as they see fit in order to solve the problems that arise on the job.21 HPWS can 
thus potentially increase productivity. HPWS greatly reduce the employers’ scope for 
exploitative task assignments by granting employees the right to assign themselves to tasks 
within certain limits. However, HPWS make the employer vulnerable because it remains at 
the worker’s discretion to use his flexibility to benefit the employer or to shirk. We show 
experimentally in Bartling, Fehr, and Schmidt (2012) that the employers’ opportunities to 
screen for work attitudes and labor market competition are causal factors for the viability of 
HPWS. In our current paper, we analyze the conditions under which employment contracts 
that give the employer authority over his workers are viable.22 In both cases, the general 
theme is the identification of the conditions that enable the efficient use of decision rights in 
trade relationships plagued with incomplete contracting problems.  
 
7 Conclusions 
In this paper, we propose a novel experimental design to address an old question in the theory 
of the firm: Under what conditions is a transaction more efficiently carried out in a firm than 
in a market? We identify the conditions in our experiments under which employment 
contracts (vertical integration) outperform sales contracts (non-integration). An employment 
contract allows the principal to quickly adjust the task the agent must execute to new 
information such as short-term changes in demand, but it also gives rise to an employer moral 
                                                 
20 Note that our framework can also help assess the efficiency costs of constraints on the employers’ rights to 
assign employees to tasks. If a task is abusive in some states of the world but very efficient in other states of the 
world, regulations that rule out these tasks altogether impose efficiency costs because assignment of the task is 
desirable in some states. Thus, if reputation solves the employers’ moral hazard problem, we should not rule out 
this task. However, if labor relations are in a bad equilibrium, constraining the employers’ right to impose these 
tasks may be second-best efficient. 
21 See, for example, Ichniowski and Shaw (2003) for an overview of these work practices. 
22 Note that within the framework of our current experimental design, the introduction of a HPWS could be 
interpreted as the employer’s promise to bind his hands and let the worker determine the task after the 
realization of the state of the world. The worker could then use his power to choose the efficient task or the task 
that minimizes his cost. In our current paper, we focus on the worker’s risk that the employer will not keep his 
promise and order the worker to choose the inefficient task.  
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hazard problem because the principal has the power to exploit his agent by forcing him to 
execute a profitable but expensive and thus inefficient task. A sales contract solves the 
employer moral hazard problem by fixing the task to be executed in advance, but this task 
might turn out to be inefficient ex-post. We find that the principals have an almost universal 
preference for employment contracts – regardless of whether they are used in an efficient or 
an inefficient way – while workers resist accepting employment contracts if a large number 
of principals use them to assign inefficient (abusive) tasks. Fair principals prefer the 
employment contract because it enables them to reap efficiency gains which they are willing 
to share with their agents. Selfish principals prefer the employment contract because it either 
allows them to make a profit at the cost of their workers or, if they can build a credible 
reputation for non-abusive task assignment, they can reap the efficiency gains of this 
contract. We show that if both the principals’ fairness and reputation can play a role, the 
majority of trades take place under employment contracts that are embedded in long-run 
relations between the trading parties.  
Our results inform the theory of the firm by showing how behavioral forces shape an 
important transaction cost of integration – the abuse of authority – and by providing an 
empirical basis for assessing differences between the Marxian and the Coasian view of the 
firm, as well as Alchian and Demsetz’s (1972) critique of the Coasian approach. In addition, 
our experimental set up provides a framework where constraints on principals’ authority – 
either through labor laws or through labor unions – are not automatically efficiency reducing 
because they may enable principals to better commit themselves to an efficient use of their 
authority.  
This perspective on constraints on the principals’ authority also raises interesting 
questions for future research. For example, tasks that impose high costs on the agents may be 
nevertheless efficient in some states of the world but inefficient in others (e.g. because of 
variations in revenue across states). Therefore, completely ruling out such tasks is inefficient, 
unless the principals are unable to credibly commit to an efficient task assignment. However, 
if the trading parties are generally in a bad reputational equilibrium where agents strongly 
believe that the principals abuse authority to their own advantage, some legal constraints on 
the principals’ authority may improve efficiency. Alternatively, it may be possible to improve 
the principals’ incentives to acquire a good reputation by, for example, by creating an 
institution that provides public information about the principals’ reputation.  
Another interesting question is the extent to which the principals’ ability to commit to 
an efficient use of authority depends on labor market conditions and imperfections. It may, 
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for example, be more difficult for the principals to commit in case of an excess supply of 
labor because they can easily find a replacement for a quitting worker. Or in case of 
asymmetric information about the state of the world, the agents may believe that a task 
assignment with high costs is the result of inefficient abuse, while in fact it was efficient. 
These circumstances may make the development of cooperative employment relations 
considerably more difficult, but they also provide interesting challenges for future research.   
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